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III. Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Begin by gluing together four pieces of hardwood (your choice) measuring 10 1/2
inches long into a square. The “side” pieces should be 1 3/8 inches wide and, depending
on the thickness of the stock, not less than 3/4 inches, the “top” and “bottom” pieces 3
inches plus wide. Each of the four inside dimensions should be 1 3/8 inches.
2. “Chuck” the blank into the lathe using tapered square and centered softwood plugs,
press fitted into the ends of the blank. I use a threaded Morse taper #2 center at the drive
end of the lathe.
3. Turn the blank round to a final finished diameter of 2 3/16 inches.
4. Secure one end of the former blank, now barrel, to a chuck (mine is a Nova) at the drive
end of the lathe and then secure the other end via a center rest--mine is a homemade one
made with three skate wheels, design courtesy Al Sils and Don Comer.
5. Place a 1 7/8 inch Forstner bit in a drill chuck in the tail stock and wind it into the end of
the barrel to a depth of about 3/4 to 1 inch.
6. Bandsaw the end of the barrel where the chuck jaws have bitten into it to a finished
length of 9 1/4 inches, including truing the ends on a disc sander.
7. Turn a large dowel, 2 inches diameter minimum, and bandsaw it to about 2 inches long,
then chuck it at the drive end and taper it slightly so the round circle you have just drilled in
the barrel will fit snugly over it.
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8. Chuck the barrel at this end, with the former tailstock wedge at the tailstock end and with
a parting tool cut a shoulder or rabbit at each end 1/4 inch wide and 3/32 inch plus deep.
9. Fit the .040 brass ends, 2 1/2 inches outside diameter, (obtained from the author) on
each end and disc sand as needed for a close fit. Note, the length dimension of the barrel
is not critical in this regard.
10. Obtain three first-surface mirrors (from the author) 8 1/2 inches long and 1 3/16 inches
wide.
11. Lay the mirrors, first-surface down, on the table, space them 1/16 inch apart and
connect them with three strips of 3/4 inch masking tape. Turn over, peal off the protective
film starting at the corner, and swab each mirror with acetone or Bestine (trademark for a
rubber cement solvent).
12. Fold up mirrors, holding them at each end, from back to front, each edge on top of the
next one forward. Tape closed and hold up to see that all triangles have straight lines. If a
line is wavy it signals that the mirror is slightly “bent;” untape and fold again. Then tape
close to both ends and the middle with standard duct or furnace tape. Next, using twosided Scotch tape, put three rings, each about an inch wide, of single-thickness felt around
the mirror assembly.
13. Obtain three lenses (from the author), two plain glass, one frosted glass, each 1 3/4
inches in diameter and one copper spacer ring (from the author), also 1 3/4 inches in
diameter and 3/8 inches long .
14. Select 36 pieces of melted-round stained glass (from the author) from eight or ten
colors for the object chamber according to taste and preference. Study the colors
available to see what combination you might want. Colors include: three shades of blue,
two red, two green, two yellow or amber, and one orange.
15. Glue one of the clear glass lenses to the copper ring using silicone, available in a tube
at hardware stores. Do not use epoxy. Silicone is used because it is easy to disassemble
the scope and repair it as needed.
16. At the eyepiece end of the barrel, cut a square piece of clear glass to fit the square
interior and “tack” it at each corner with a drop or two of silicone so it is level with the
wooden end. Then after dry and firm run a bead of silicone along each side.
17. Using an aerosol can of “dry” air” (Radio Shack) blow out the dust from the mirror
system and insert it into the barrel toward the eyepiece. Twist to line up with the 3/8 inch
eyepiece at the other end. Secure the mirror system by tamping rubber bands on each
side of the mirrors with tweezers, making sure the mirror system is close to the top of the
barrel.
18. Put the 36 stained glass “beads” into the object chamber, put the frosted glass , on
top, frost side down, and secure with a rubber band. Insert this assembly into the end of
the scope, pushing down on the mirrors, cover with the open brass end and hold up to the
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light.
19. Turn the scope to ascertain what combinations of patterns you prefer. Turn it left to
right and then right to left. Ideally (in my judgment) half the time the scope will be entirely
filled with glass, the other half, as you turn, will comprise triangles, octagons, circles, etc.
interspersed with white space. Add or subtract pieces of glass as desired to obtain the
right combination and/or colors.
20. Glue frosted glass lens to the object chamber with silicone. When dry push chamber
down into barrel so that the mirror triangle is flush with the lens. The end at the eyepiece
need not be so; in fact, there will be a little space in this setup, because your eye does not
focus on much less than eight inches.
21. Attach brass ends with silicone. Voila! you have a genuine custom-made
kaleidoscope.
IV. SPECIAL TOOLS REQUIRED
1. Glass Cutting Board A board made of two thicknesses of 3/4 inch birch plywood,
measuring 15 x 22 inches. Across the long side, a 3/4 inch thick hardwood strip 1 1/2
inches wide x 22 inches long. Adjacent an aluminum strip 1 1/2 inches wide, 1/8 inch thick
and 22 inches long. Drill and countersink screw holes just 1/2 inch center from the board
edge of the strip so the plastic T bar on the glass cutter can ride over these screws.
2. Fletcher T Square Glass Cutter , listed as Circle Mate II, for cutting first-surface mirrors
on the cutting board.
3. Fletcher Circle Glass Cutter No. 32 for cutting lenses.
4. Rapid Fire Kiln Model Six, Evenheat Kiln Inc. for melting stained glass.
5. Glastar Diamond Star Model Glass Grinder for smoothing edges of lenses.
6. Pistol Grip Glass Cutter for various glass cutting requirements.

V. SUPPLIERS
A major source of kaleidoscope kits and parts in the Southland, with a vast inventory, is
Clarity Glass Design. Call for free catalog.
Clarity Glass Design
766 Lakefield Road, Suite E
Westlake Village, CA 91361
800 327 5430
The following stained glass shops (and surely there are others) carry or can order Fletcher
glass cutters, Rapid Fire kilns, Glastar glass grinders, and first-surface mirror stock. They
invariably have “close-out” bins with small end pieces of stained glass that sell for a dollar
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or two a pound.
D. & L. Stained Glass
8824 South Ocean View Avenue
Whittier, CA 90605
562 693 2511
Sunshine Glass
1556 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood, CA 90028
323 957 0703
Dragon Fly Stained Glass Studio
21053 Victory Blvd.
Canoga Park, CA 91303
818 340 0245
Brass Ends
RSR Metal Spinning Inc.
13150 Spring Street
Baldwin Park, CA 91303
626 814 2339
Obtain one or two sets from the author; the above firm is unlikely to make up less than 4050 sets per order.

VI. BIBLIOGRAPHY
The following two books, published by Sterling Publications in New York City and now out
of print, are excellent discussions of all phases of scope making and contain step-by-step
instructions for making simple, inexpensive scopes out of common everyday materials.
They may be available at local libraries.
1. The Kaleidoscope Book : A Spectrum of Spectacular scopes to Make,edited by Thom
Boswell. Paperback edition, 1995.
2. Simple Kaleidoscopes: 24 Spectacular Scopes to Make, Gary Newlin, author.
Hardback edition, 1995.
For information on the availability of the following standard references, see the web page
of The Brewster Society www.brewstersociety.com
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1. Kaleidorama Written by Ms. Cozy Baker, founder and president of The Brewster
Society and published in 1990, this wire-spiral-bound (cardboard back) 96 plus page
book is an excellent introduction to the kaleidoscope. Included are a discussion of mirror
systems and step-by-step instructions on how to make a scope out of a Pringles potato
chip can.
2. Kaleidoscope Renaissance A sequel to the above volume, also authored by Ms.
Baker, this 200-page hardback book features many color photos of contemporary scopes
as well as biographical sketches of prominent scope artists today.
3. Kaleidoscopes: Wonders of Wonder Authored by Ms. Baker and published in 1999,
this 144-page hardback book features beautiful photos of scopes and scope images.
VII. MISCELLANEOUS
1. Kits Many catalog tool suppliers, including Craft Supplies in Provo, Utah and Clarity
Glass Design (see above) sell kaleidoscope kits.
2. Classes Don Ballwey, world famous scope maker, conducts classes in scope and
stained glass window making at the Whittier Community Center evenings and mornings.
Call for schedule. The fee is $35.00 per six-week session. This facility has the Rapid Fire
kiln and Glastar glass grinder.
Whittier Community Center
7630 Washington Avenue
Whittier, CA 90602
562 464 3430
3. The Brewster Society This is the national organization of scope makers. Publishes a
quarterly newsletter. Fourteenth annual national convention, May 9-12, 2002, New Orleans.
Convention features include beginner and advanced scope making classes by
internationally acclaimed artist Scott Cole.
The Brewster Society
P. O. Box 1073
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
301 365 1855
4. Gallery The Eileen Kremen Gallery in Fullerton features an extensive collection of
scopes in all media along with painting, glass, clay and wood objects d’art. Several wellknown wood turners exhibit and sell their work here including Howard Lewin and Nick
Cook. Receptions for visiting artists are held periodically on Saturday afternoon. A listing
of scope galleries throughout the USA is found in the appendix of several of the books
listed above.
Eileen Kremen Gallery
619 Harbor Blvd.
Fullerton, CA 92832
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714 879 1391
Hours: 10am - 5pm, Tuesday-Saturday
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